
 

 

 

   

Alternative Certification Model 2020–21: 
National QA Exercise Key Messages 

Subject Graphic Communication 

Level National 5 

 

This report provides information on themes emerging from the national quality assurance 

exercise, which is part of the Alternative Certification Model for National 5, Higher and 

Advanced Higher courses.  

A sample of candidates’ assessed work from selected centres was reviewed to determine 

whether assessment was in line with the national standard. The evidence submitted may 

have been partial or incomplete and is unlikely to have represented all of the evidence that 

will be gathered to allow the centre to determine a provisional result. 

The centres selected for review in this subject and at this level have been provided with 

specific feedback on the evidence that they submitted. The comments below highlight key 

points about the assessment approaches and instruments used and the sampled centres’ 

assessment judgements, for all centres delivering the subject at this level to reflect upon 

and make any appropriate adjustments. 
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Section 1: Comments on approach to assessment  
Almost all centres used the SQA 2021 NQ assessment resource assignment and submitted 

full candidate responses to this. A few centres devised their own assignments using past 

SQA assignments.  

Where centres have used full assessment materials from previous years (for example, the 

bird feeder and ear bud assignments), they are reminded that marking instructions and 

exemplification are in the public domain as they are published on the open SQA website. We 

recommend that centres use the secure assignment that has been provided as an 

assessment resource, or devise a centre assignment, or use work produced independently 

by candidates in response to an unseen task, to contribute to the coursework component of 

the provisional result. 

Almost all centres provided clear evidence of how assessment judgements have been made. 

Centres that provided evidence of robust and supportive local moderation procedures 

tended to have accurate assessment judgements. 
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Section 2: Comments on assessment judgements  
Many centres demonstrated good practice in providing descriptions as to how assessment 

judgements have been made. Where centres have provided clear and detailed assessment 

comments, it was easy to support assessment judgements. 

In some of the centres sampled, task 1d, task 2c and task 3 were marked leniently in relation 

to the national standard. All centres should ensure that they review the Understanding 

Standards material for National 5 Graphic Communication found at: 

https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/47459.html  in order to develop their understanding of the 

application of marking for tasks 1d, 2c and task 3.  

Where templates are used for completing the CAD drawings in task 1, centres are 

encouraged to ensure these are set up correctly — for example using third-angle projection, 

the correct information in a title block, and BS dimensioning methods. 

https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/47459.html

